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Shavington Primary School 

Weekly Newsletter 
 

 

General Information 
This section contains general information in relation to school life. It is intended to keep you informed and up to date with 
what’s happening in school. Kind Regards,  Mrs Rachael Nicholls  

WC  04/10/2021 Week 3 for lunch  

INTERNET SAFETY 
 

In today's world it's often really hard to stay on trend and up to date on developments in internet safety. With 
safeguarding being of paramount importance we just wanted to offer a link to advice and support to help you with either 

talking to your children about online safety, tackling incidences that occur or just help you keep at the forefront of this 
issue. 

 
The link below will take you to the NSPCC website. There are 9 links to the following topics: 

 
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/ 

 
-online gaming 

-sexting and sending nudes 
-talking to your child about online safety 

-inappropriate content 
-livestreaming and online video apps 

-online porn 
-internet connected devices 

-parental controls 
-staying up to date with the latest apps, networks and games 

 
It's a huge, very real issue nationally and as things are constantly changing and evolving, it's more important than ever to 

stay current and up to date with the software and apps children are using and to know what to do if you have 
safeguarding concerns. 

 
If you're worried about something a child or young person may have experienced online, you can contact the NSPCC 

helpline on 0808 800 5000 for free support and advice. 
 

We have had occasions of children sharing other children's phone numbers in the school without permission. Please can 
you remind your child that they need to get permission before sharing other people's phone numbers. 

 
Have a great weekend! 

Mr Lawrie 
 

**** 
 

Bike Theft 
 

We have been made aware of some issues in the Shavington and surrounding areas involving bike theft and possible 
threats to steal bikes. If your child cycles alone or out and about with friends within the locality, please ensure they know 

what they should do in the event of a stranger approaching them. 
Any cases involving threats or theft must be reported to the police.   

 

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/
tel:0808%20800%205000
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Nursery - Miss Johnson 

Star of the Week 

Miley Stevenson 

Another fun filled week in nursery! 

Everyone has been very busy exploring all the areas of the classroom. The sea 
creatures were frozen and urgently needed our help to free them. I wonder what 

we used? 

Some of us were busy making each other breakfast in the home corner. I wonder 
where eggs & milk come from? 

The children showed a big interest in construction this week, asking or the Lego, 
alongside the magnetic shapes and interstar. It was lovely to see the different 

models that were made. 

 Outside we created a police station in the role play area, getting into character 
using the available resources. The police cornered off a crime scene, leaving tape 

and signs so no one enters. There was no other choice but to line up everyone 
and take their fingerprint. I wonder what had happened? 

We would love to hear if the children are coming home and telling you about our 
week. Were they the police officer solving the crime? 

We challenged ourselves in the sports hall this week, balancing and jumping 
from a higher climbing apparatus, everyone had a go and were superstars. 

As the weather changes could we politely request wellies (labelled), then we can 
fully explore the woodlands and its thick oozy mud! 

Your welcome to send them in a separate bag to leave on your child’s peg.  

Next week we are going to have a go at drawing our family members, if you 
could upload any photos of relatives to tapestry, that would be great. 

Shavington Primary School 

Weekly Newsletter 

Year 1 - Mrs Hunter, Mrs Barber &  Mrs Jones 

Star of the Week 

1J - Ruby Roach     1HB - Lilah Scahill 

To celebrate European languages day, Year 1 took part in a German 
themed P.E lesson this week!  

We have loved making a healthy wrap for the 'Penguin's' lunchbox 
and practised our cutting/slicing skills - with safety knives of course!! 

 
As we arrive at the end of our English text 'Lost and Found', we are 

focusing on using our capitals, full stops and finger spaces when 
writing about the story.  

 
We have now completed a unit of learning for 'No Outsiders', reading 

Elmer the Elephant, and used this as a focus for an amazing collage 
display. 

 
Please look out for a separate email which contains details regarding 

your child's transition from Early Years to Year 1, in addition to 
information on Showbie, our new way of delivering the Home 

Learning Timetables. 
 

Reception - Mrs Earl, Mrs Hurst & Mr Wakefield 

Star of the Week 

RW - Georgie Stevens   REH -  Hudson Ames 

 Another week has passed, and the children are continuing to enjoy their time 
in school and to impress us with their willingness to learn and pleasure in doing 

so. 
 

The children have enjoyed listening to the story of The Gingerbread Man in 
Literacy. The Gingerbread Man left us some jelly buttons with his favourite 
sounds on. The children have loved looking for the jelly buttons and saying 

what sound is on them. 
 

They have been able to make simple three letter words which we sounded out 
and blended together to read them. The children loved making a story map of 
the Gingerbread man story in literacy and then carried on drawing for the rest 

of the day on a large piece of paper with their friends. 
 

In maths the children have been counting farm animals. They have also been 
using cubes to show different ways of making 5 and 4. 

 
Outside the children have enjoyed playing in the emergency service role play 

and have been putting out fires, rescuing animals and chasing criminals. 
Inside the play dough has been very popular this week. They have been using 
the ponies in there and have been making unusual hairstyles for them. they 

have also been making butterflies and have used the stencils to make patterns 
on the playdough. 

 
Next week we will continue basing our literacy around the story of The 

Gingerbread Man and we will be changing the role play to a Post Office as lots 
of the children have been writing letters. 

 

Year 2 - Mrs Bloor & Mr Hazeldine 

Star of the Week 

2B -  Brody Steele   2H - Phoebe Clark 

This week in Year 2 we have been writing letters. We have been asking for 
advice in the letters and then we have copied them out – what lovely 

handwriting! 

In Maths, we have been using our knowledge of number bonds to 10 to help us 
work out different problems. We have found this quite tricky but everyone has 

been really resilient and tried their best – well done. 

We have started to use Scratch in our ICT lessons. Over the next few weeks we 
will have a go at programming a sprite. The children have been amazing and are 

really enjoying the lessons. 

Please could the children bring a coat to school every day? The weather is so 
changeable at the moment and we try to get out at playtimes and lunchtimes 

as much as possible. We have also started a lost property bucket which is filling 
up very quickly! 

Have a lovely weekend. 
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Shavington Primary School 

Weekly Newsletter 

Year 6 - Miss Chapman 
 

Star of the Week 

Jasmine Lyon  

We started off the week by celebrating 'European Languages Day'. 
We discussed the importance of learning other languages and how it 
could help us with possible future careers. We then chose a country 

from Europe and researched it. We needed to find out about the 
geographical aspects of the country but most importantly - the 

language spoken! We practised speaking in 5 other languages and 
then shared our presentations and findings as a class. 

 
In Maths, we have been learning how to use long division when 
dividing a number up to 4-digits by a 2-digit number. We have 

looked at different methods for how to answer these questions and 
have related back to the bus stop method. We have used concrete 

resources to represent arrays and factors. 
 

In English, we have been writing a diary entry through the eyes of 
Helen. We built on our learning last week about 'Show don't tell' and 

have incorporated this into our writing this week, as well as using 
some of the Year 6 feature keys. 

 
Please practise your spellings as we will be doing a spelling check on 

Monday. These can be found in your diary, on Showbie or on the 
class page.  

 
Have a fantastic weekend! 

 

Year 3 Miss Simms & Miss Hennahane 

Star of the Week 

3S - Preston Mifflin       3H - Archie Clark Owen 

This week in year 3 we have been continuing with our work on 

addition and subtraction, learning how to exchange tens into ones 

and tens into hundreds. 

In science we have been sorting animals by what they eat and know 

whether this means they are a carnivore, herbivore or omnivore. 

English has been tricky this week, as we have started using inverted 

commas in our writing to show direct speech. We are really getting 

the hang of this though and know what other punctuation we need. 

Not only this, but we have learned all the reasons for starting a new 

paragraph, which we will practices putting in our own writing next 

week. 

In RE we have compared different types of baptism and recognised 

the positives and negatives of them. 

Another great week despite the rain! 

 Have a great weekend year 3 

Year 4 - Mr Lawrie & Mrs Banfield  

Star of the Week 

4L -  Frank Evans      4B - Oscar Spence 

 This week in maths we have been learning about negative numbers 
and how knowing where they are on a gauge can help us in real-life 

situations.  
 

We have explored prepositional language and writing a diary entry in 
English and have ended the week writing a setting description for 

Hannah when she is eating with the gorilla.  
 

In science we have been looking at teeth and the functions of different 
teeth. Next week we will be looking at how different drinks affect our 

teeth through an experiment - very exciting! 
 

Thank you for your support with times tables. From the email we sent 
out this week, you can see how important they are as the children 

progress through the school.  
 

Finally, have a great weekend and see you all on Monday! 

Year 5 - Miss Spencer & Miss Moseley 
 

Star of the week 

5S - Kai Maddock      5M - Olivia Parton 

This week in Year 5, we have moved on to our next Maths module - 
addition and subtraction. We all worked hard completing questions 

with up to 6 digits! Once we had mastered the fluency of our 
addition, we also pushed ourselves to complete missing number 

questions. 
 

In English, we have enjoyed a debate on whether or not our main 
character, Annie should ride the Niagara Falls in her custom-made 

barrel.  Our grammar focus for this week has been fronted adverbials 
and subordinate clauses. We will be aiming to practise using these in 

our writing next week. 
 

In Computing, we have learnt lots of new coding skills. We enjoyed 
creating our own Maths games on Scratch and used different blocks 

of code to create commands. 
 

In French, we recapped the months of the year and created a poster 
to help us to remember them. 

 
In Science, we looked at development that happens from 0-12 years 
of age and created booklets describing the six developmental stages 

of childhood. 
 

Please remember to save us your kitchen roll tubes for our totem 
poles. 

 
Have a wonderful weekend! 
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Lisa Hulse   
For working exceptionally hard to continue to work as a part of a team and support new and visiting staff.  

 
 

Rob Lawrie   

For leading and supporting a very poorly team over the last couple of weeks. For checking in on others and for 

always offering to cover play duties.  

 

Luke Wakefield  

For being a resourceful beaver and helping children in school to find lost items. 

 

Kirsty Kerr  

For being a great team player and being a resilient rhino when faced with challenges.  

 

Alison Proudlove 

For being an ant, working as a team, and supporting children and staff in her team.  
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